Abstract. This work builds on the results obtained in [2, 3] . We define universal elliptic Gauß sums for Atkin primes in Schoof's algorithm for counting points on elliptic curves. Subsequently, we show these quantities admit an efficiently computable representation in terms of the j-invariant and two other modular functions. We analyse the necessary computations in detail and derive an alternative approach for determining the trace of the Frobenius homomorphism for Atkin primes using these pre-computations. A rough run-time analysis shows, however, that this new method is not competitive with existing ones.
Elliptic curves
We consider primes p ą 3 and thus assume that the curve E{F p in question is given in the Weierstraß form E :
where a, b P F p . For the following well-known statements cf. [8, 9] . We assume that the elliptic curve is neither singular nor supersingular. It is a standard fact that E is an abelian group with respect to point addition. Its neutral element, the point at infinity, will be denoted O. For a prime ‰ p, the -torsion subgroup Er s has the shape Er s -Z{ ZˆZ{ Z.
The Weil pairing e : Er sˆEr s Ñ µ is defined on the -torsion. In the endomorphism ring of E the Frobenius homomorphism Schoof's algorithm computes the value of t modulo for sufficiently many small primes by considering χpφ p q modulo and afterwards combines the results by means of the Chinese Remainder Theorem. In the original version this requires computations in extensions of degree Op 2 q. However, a lot of work has been put into elaborating improvements. Let ∆ " t 2´4 p denote the discriminant of equation (1.1). Then we distinguish the following cases:
(1) If`∆ ˘" 1, then is called an Elkies prime. In this case, the characteristic equation factors as χpφ p q " pφ p´λ qpφ p´µ q mod and finding the value of t modulo only requires working in extensions of degree Op q.
, then is called an Atkin prime. In this case the eigenvalues of φ p are in F 2 zF and there is no eigenpoint P P Er s. This is the case for which a new approach is presented in this paper.
Modular functions
We recall some facts from [3] , where further details may be found. A modular function of weight k P Z for a subgroup Γ 1 Ď SL 2 pZq ": Γ is a meromorphic function f pτ q on the upper complex half-plane H " tτ P C : pτ q ą 0u satisfying
where γτ "
cτ`d , and some technical conditions. Equation (2.1) in particular implies f can be written as a Laurent series in terms of q N " exp`2 πiτ N˘f or some N P N depending on Γ 1 . We use the notation q " q 1 and consider the groups Γ 1 " Γ 0 p q :" `a b c d˘P SL 2 pZq : | c ( . The field of modular functions of weight 0 for a group Γ 1 will be denoted by A 0 pΓ 1 q and the subfield of holomorphic functions by H 0 pΓ 1 q. The Fricke-Atkin-Lehner involution w acts on modular functions f pτ q via f pτ q Þ Ñ f`´1 τ˘" : f˚pτ q, where f˚pτ q " f p τ q for f pτ q P A 0 pSL 2 pZqq holds. Denoting by ℘pz, τ q the Weierstraß ℘-function and putting w " e 2πiz , for |q| ă |w| ă |q´1| one obtains the following equations: We further use p 1 pqq " ř ζPµ ,ζ‰1 xpζ, qq, the modular discriminant ∆pqq " ηpqq 24 and the well-known j-invariant jpqq. p 1 is a modular function of weight 2 for Γ 0 p q, whereas ∆ and j are modular functions for Γ of weight 12 and 0, respectively. Furthermore, ∆pτ q ‰ 0 holds for τ P H.
There exists a polynomial M P CrX, Y s, sometimes referred to as the canonical modular polynomial, such that M pX, jpis irreducible over CpjpqqqrXs and m pqq is one of its roots. Finally, we recall some statements on fields of modular functions of weight 0, which were shown in [3] . 
As a corollary one obtains 
Universal elliptic Gauß sums in the Atkin case
We show how to use universal elliptic Gauß sums for computing the value of the trace t of the Frobenius homomorphism modulo Atkin primes .
3.1. Definition. We begin with the following result
where we make use of the abbreviation S a,b,c,d pm, nq " mpcτ`dq`npaτ`bq and the last equation follows from ad´bc " 1. From this we obtain
The proof for the derivative of ℘ proceeds analogously.
Using this statement we will construct a modular function for the group Γ 0 0 p q we now define.
Lemma 3.2. Let be a prime. Then
is a subgroup of Γ and we have the inclusions Γp q Ď Γ 0 0 p q Ď Γ 0 p q. A system of representatives for Γ{Γ 0 0 p q is constituted by
Proof. The fact that Γ 0 0 p q is a group and the inclusions are obvious. To prove the correctness of the system of representatives we remark that the matrices
or 0 ď λ ă represent the cosets Γ 0 p q{Γ 0 0 p q, as is easily seen. Multiplying the T λ by the matrices
rom [5, p. 54 ] that form a system of representatives for Γ{Γ 0 p q one obtains the claim. 
and
Then the function
which we will call a universal elliptic Gauß sum (for Atkin primes), exhibits the following properties:
Proof.
(1) Using the lemma 3.1 we have just shown for γ "`a b c d˘P Γ 0 0 p q and v 1 P F˚ we calculate
We employ formulae (2.2), (2.3) (with k " 1 p2πiq 2 q for the transition to the Weierstraß ℘-function (nota bene that |q| ă |q v 1 | ă 1 holds) and use b " 0 mod in the last step. In an analogue way one shows
This in turn allows to determine the transformation behaviour of H ,n,χ pqq under action of γ, viz.
where e " 2 holds for n " 1 mod 2 and e " 3 otherwise. Similarly, one can show G ,n,χ pqq| γ " pcτ`dq e χ´1pdqG ,n,χ pqq. Using our knowledge of the transformation behaviour of the remaining functions occurring in the definition of σ ,n,χ pqq we finally obtain σ ,n,χ pqq| γ " σ ,n,χ pqq pcτ`dq 2e`2r χ´1pdqχ´1paq pcτ`dq 12 " σ ,n,χ pqqχ´1padq " σ ,n,χ pqq.
In the last step we have used ad " 1 mod , which follows from b " c " 0 mod . It remains to show that σ ,n,χ pqq is meromorphic at the cusps, i. e. that the Fourier expansion of σ ,n,χ pqq| S λ,k with the matrices S λ,k from lemma 3.2 contains only finitely many negative exponents. However, for γ "`a b c d˘P Γ lemma 3.1 implies
nd an analogue statement holds for yp¨, qq. When computing the arising expression using formulae (2.2) and (2.3), respectively, one immediately sees the q-expansion contains only finitely many negative exponents. From the definition of these expressions the same holds true for G ,n,χ pqq| S λ,k , H ,n,χ pqq| S λ,k and p 1 pqq| S λ,k and, finally, for σ ,n,χ pqq| S λ,k .
(2) Formula (2.2) directly implies that xpq v ,has poles if and only if q n " 1 or q n " q v holds for n P Z. However, τ P H yields |q| ă 1, whereas the second equality cannot hold for 0 ă v ă . Hence, H ,n,χ pqq is holomorphic on H by construction. In the same way one sees that xpζ v ,is holomorphic. Using our knowledge about the remaining functions to be considered the claim is immediate. (3 Since the remaining terms in the definition of σ ,n,χ pqq are invariant under σ, the coefficients of σ ,n,χ pqq lie in the fixed field of this homomorphism.
Rational representation.
We now wish to represent the expression σ ,n pqq in terms of jpτ q and other modular functions. Actually, our representation will depend on two other modular functions apart from the j-invariant. This results from the following 
Furthermore, for a, b, c, d P Z we compute
which yields Γ 0 p q " S´1 0 Γ 0 p qS 0 . From this we deduce that the function f pS 0 τ q lies in A 0 pΓ 0 p qq. Namely, writing γ P Γ 0 p q as γ " S´1 0 γ 1 S 0 for some γ 1 P Γ 0 p q, we obtain
According to theorem 2.2 A 0 pΓ 0 p" Cpjpτ q, f pτholds. Adapting its proof we directly see A 0 pΓ 0 p" Cpjpτ q, f pS 0 τ qq, which yields the claim together with equation (3.7).
Furthermore, we obtain Lemma 3.5. Let gpτ q P H 0 pΓ 0 0 p qqzH 0 pΓ 0 pbe a holomorphic modular function and let kpτ q P H 0 pΓ 0 0 p qqzH 0 pΓ 0 pwith minimal polynomial Q k pXq, degpQ k q " , over A 0 pΓ 0 p qq. Then gpτ q admits a representation of the form (3.9) gpτ q "
Proof. We use lemma 2.3. We set K " A 0 pΓ 0 p qq, L " A 0 pΓ 0 0 pand α " kpτ q with minimal polynomial f pXq " Q k pXq. Furthermore, let O " thpτ q P K : hpτ q holomorphicu " H 0 pΓ 0 p qq.
Since k is assumed to be holomorphic this holds for all elements z P Orks and thus also for gpτ qz and Tr L{K pgpτ qzq. This yields gpτ q P C k (cf. lemma 2.3), which implies the claim.
The preceding lemmas suggest the following procedure for computing an expression for σ ,n : If we choose a holomorphic modular function f pτ q P H 0 pΓ 0 p qqzH 0 pΓq the proof of lemma 3.4 shows that f pS 0 τ q P H 0 pΓ 0 0 p qqzH 0 pΓ 0 pholds. If we know the minimal polynomial Q f,S 0 pXq of f pS 0 τ q over A 0 pΓ 0 p qq, we can thus first determine a representation for σ ,n by using lemma 3.5. Since the coefficients a i that occur lie in H 0 pΓ 0 p qq, according to corollary 2.4 one can subsequently determine a representation in terms of jpτ q and f pτ q for each of these coefficients. Combining everything one obtains the representation in terms of jpτ q, f pτ q and f pS 0 τ q that we will we denote by (3.10) σ ,n,χ pqq " Rpjpτ q, f pτ q, f pS 0 τ qq.
We have to specify up to which precision the Laurent series of the various modular functions have to be computed in order to derive the representations. We examine this for the choice f pτ q " m pτ q, using the notation m ,2 pτ q :" m pS 0 τ q.
We first need some statements on the transformation behaviour of the η-function. The values for the 24-th root of unity ε can be computed according to
Corollary 3.7. We have m ,2 pτ q " s m `τ ˘´1 as well as w pm ,2 pτ" m p τ q.
Proof. We compute
From the definition of the minimal polynomial M via [3, Lemma 2.11] we immediately see that the function m ,2 pτ q " m pS 0 τ q, which is a conjugate of m pτ q, has the same minimal polynomial M pX, jpτover Cpjpτ qq. Hence, the minimal polynomial of m ,2 pτ q over A 0 pΓ 0 pis precisely M ,2 pXq " M pX,jpτX´m pτ q . We can now prove the following statement: Lemma 3.8. Let σ ,n pqq, m pqq, m ,2 pqq and jpqq be computed up to precision
where v " ´1 gcdp ´1,12q " ordpm q holds. Then one can obtain a rational expression for σ ,n pqq in terms of the other three modular functions in a unique way.
Proof. For determining the necessary precision we proceed in two steps. We first determine bounds on the order of the coefficients a i from equation (3.9), which will subsequently give rise to bounds on the required precision.
According to (3.9) Furthermore, using the definition of σ ,n , formulae (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and lemma 3.1 one can calculate ordpσ ,n q " ordpG ,n q`ordpH ,n q`r ordpp 1 q´ordp∆q ě 0`1 `0´1 "´1`1 , ordpσ˚ ,n q " ordpG˚ ,n q`ordpH˚ ,n q`r ordpp1q´ordp∆˚q ě 1`0`0´ " 1´ .
Altogether, this yields ordpσ ,n N q ě´v´1`v`1 , ordpσ˚ ,n N˚q ě 1´ `vp1´ q.
From equation (3.13) one obtains
We next consider the equation .12] one easily shows ordpM q ě 1, ordpM˚q ě´pv´1q ´v, which yields
From this we deduce the bounds
for the orders iv´k " ordpm i j k q of the summands on the right hand side in (3.15). Taking their difference finally yields the necessary precision precp , nq " p 2` `1qv´1 we claimed.
Remark 3.9. The estimate (3.14) can obviously be improved significantly for small values of i. E. g., for i " 0 one obtains the bound ordpa0q ě v`1´pv`1q , whence the precision precp , nq " p2 `1qv´1 is sufficient to calculate the representation for a 0 .
Using the approach sketched in lemma 3.8 we thus obtain the equation (3.16) σ ,n,χ pτ q " Rpjpτ q, m pτ q, m pS 0 τas a special case of (3.10). The following lemma provides equivalent statements of (3.16). 
where V " x holds for n odd and V " y for n even.
Proof. We first consider the right hand side of the equation. Since T k lies in Γ 0 p q, both m pτ q and jpτ q are invariant under the action of T k . Furthermore,
On the left hand side we examine the different components of σ ,n,χ pτ q according to corollary 3.3. We first see ∆pqq| T k " ∆pqq, p 1 pqq| T k " p 1 pqq, and by the proof of corollary 3.3 G ,n,χ pqq| T k " χ´1p1qG ,n,χ pqq " G ,n,χ pqq holds. Furthermore, using c " It is apparent that when using values of P Oplog pq the run-time of this step alone for one fixed n considerably exceeds the run-time ofÕp 2 log pq multiplications in F p necessary for fixed in Schoof's original algorithm, let alone the run-timeÕp log pq required in the Elkies case or the ones corresponding to its numerous improvements. Taking into account that P Opvq holds asymptotically according to [1] we notice the alternative for the Atkin case we presented exhibits a run-time which makes its use for counting points infeasible. Obviously this would still be the case if we had chosen another modular function instead of m for deriving our rational expression. Indeed, in this case the value of v would be smaller. However, the factor 3 would still cause a run-time significantly exceeding that of existing approaches.
